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Letter or Email Response: 
To Whom it may Concern,  I am writing this letter of OBJECTION, as I feel the plans that have been published are 
totally unreasonable. Living on ….Redacted…. for 10 years the traffic and parking has become unbearable so increasing 
the housing will cause even more disruption to the following, traffic flow on ….Redacted…. and adjusted road as 
people will start cutting through ….Redacted…..  The existing roads cannot take any more amount of traffic. We put up 
with grid lock, abusive language from drivers, commuter parking, pollution and danger to school children that walk to 
school every day to Ivy Chimneys and Coopersale Hall School. There are problems to the emergency services that can't 
get there vehicles down the roads and streets.   The schools are already oversubscribed and children won't be able to 
get in to their local schools increasing the traffic commuting to other schools in the areas will just become a headache 
to everyone and children safety will become a problem. The doctor surgeries are already overwhelmed and increasing 
the amount of people whom with come and live in the local area it will become a total nightmare.  Having recently 
been in to The Limes where I had to wait with a 4 year old both times over 80 mins for his appointment this is totally 
unacceptable. Plus they had received a total amount of calls of over 25hrs there in a day I'm not sure how that will 
cope with anymore increase. Parking in Epping is a total nightmare there is a limited amount of parking at the tube 
station which then spreads out in to local roads causing families to struggle to park near to their homes. The land at 
the bottom of Ivy Chimneys and Brook Road is prone to flooding, drainage, and sewers will not be able to handle your 
proposal of 1,633 homes.   This is going to have a huge impact notjust my life but on the community and the children 
which are today's future ...  Kind regards ….Redacted….
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